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Abstract: Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) has an advanced feature to 
enhance the decision-making feature and improve the rule-based technique by 
using more advanced Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) based 
algorithms. In this paper, we chose e-healthcare systems for efficient decision-
making and data classification, especially in data security, data handling, 
diagnostics, laboratories, and decision-making. Federated Machine Learning 
(FML) is a new and advanced technology that helps to maintain privacy for 
Personal Health Records (PHR) and handle a large amount of medical data 
effectively. In this context, XAI, along with FML, increases efficiency and 
improves the security of e-healthcare systems. The experiments show efficient 
system performance by implementing a federated averaging algorithm on an open-
source Federated Learning (FL) platform. The experimental evaluation 
demonstrates the accuracy rate by taking epochs size 5, batch size 16, and the 
number of clients 5, which shows a higher accuracy rate (19, 104). We conclude 
the paper by discussing the existing gaps and future work in an e-healthcare 
system. 
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1 Introduction 

  Explainable AI is an advanced methodology that helps every human understand the solution by 
adapting ML and AI techniques. Explainability becomes the foundation of AI due to competencies, fairness, 
safety, usability, human, collaboration, accountability, privacy, and many others. XAI helps to improve the 
decision readability of human beings. In XAI, some popular methodologies have been proposed for a better 
data understanding (visually showing different features), a better model understanding (visual neural net 
activation), and a better understanding of human psychology (adding a human behavior detection model in 
the system) [1]. However, DARPA has designed its systems based on XAI algorithms for a better future 
for AI and ML systems. Why do we need an explainable system? This question must be addressed during 
system design. In this paper, we choose an XAI-based model for better decisions because e-healthcare is a 
sensitive and human-life-dependent system. Proper diagnosis and treatment are the first and foremost 
obligations in the medical sector for both practitioners and physicians.  Explainability Artificial Intelligence 
(XAI) is developed to enhance traditional AI technology as illustrated in Figure 1. 

   
Figure 1: Now and Tomorrow: AI and XAI-based model. 

Healthcare is a sensitive sector where a large amount of data or information needs to be handled. AI makes 
remarkable advancements in healthcare, especially in radiology and clinical trials. Nevertheless, the main 
questions which arise in researchers' minds are: 

●  How can we handle a massive amount of medical data? 
● How can medical or PHR be secure and maintain secrecy?  
● How can PHR classify with a higher accuracy rate and reduce management costs? 

  In today's healthcare systems, there are many challenges [2] like the classification of medical data, 
handling errors and injuries, data availability, changes in professional working, sensitive patient 
information, privacy policy, rules and regulations, adequate decision power, higher accuracy rate, 
authentication and authorizations, and legal provisions. The author in [3] explained the ability of AI 
decision-making that humans can follow and comprehend. In broader terms, it shows that connected users 
interact and understand decision-making applications. Another term that is closely related to the concept of 
explainability is known as "interpretation". However, these two words should be used with caution. 
Explainability, on the one hand, is related to the prediction by interpretability in every case scenario [4], 
whereas, on the other hand, interpretability is a rendition of the learning model during the training process.  

  The main concern of our research work is to implement better algorithms and frameworks of AI 
and ML in the healthcare industry, so take it from healthcare, medical, and patient perspectives. Machine 
learning (ML) is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) where a combination of both algorithms creates 
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predictive power in data management [5]. ML in the medical industry mainly handles statistical data 
computing and is used in statistics-based methodologies. According to the hierarchy, Deep Learning (DL) 
is a subset of ML, ML is a subset of AI, and XAI lies within the umbrella of AI and has an intrinsic 
methodology named ML. Practical public and private healthcare management is an essential data-
processing task in the healthcare industry. Every healthcare organization divides its management [6] into 
main categories: screening /diagnosis (which depends on the data classification of previous case history, 
detection, and plans) and monitoring/ treatment (which depends on planning, recovery, and future 
outcomes). MLA has the potential to improve decision-making by testing and training its raw data, which 
leaves a substantial impact on patients and healthcare systems too. Many ML learning algorithms have been 
proposed to deal with the data type [7] (data types may be statistical, images, voices, sensors, documents, 
and many others). However, ML has made a remarkable advance in many fields in the healthcare industry 
where sensitive information or data is involved. It requires more security and high data handling 
methodologies [8-9], where every connected device to the central server is secure and manages PHR 
satisfactorily.  

  ML-based algorithms have many challenges [10], mainly data handling, privacy, security, data 
sharing, data training at the central server or main server, and many others. To overcome such challenges, 
Federated Machine Learning Algorithms (FMLA) have been introduced to better handle data and training 
processes as in [11]. In our research, we are trying to implement Federated Machine Learning Algorithms 
in the healthcare industry [12] to handle a large amount of data at a broader scale and provide more security 
to data. In addition, we treat healthcare systems at the local level instead of the global or central server. 
Federated machine learning (FML) is a distributed machine learning technology. The basic concept of FML 
is training ML-based models with distributed nodes and local system [13] data under federated learning. 
FML is a global model that maintains a large amount of data and maintains its model by handling them. 
FML model was assigned to resolve many ML problems with higher accuracy and efficiency [14]. Based 
on data distribution, FML is categorized into three types: Vertical, Horizontal, and transfer federated 
learning. Figure 2. shows the general architecture of FML algorithms and their working. Data from multiple 
nodes or sources come to a single system. According to FMLA, every node handles data against the same 
identity and works according to that data-sharing strategy. This hierarchy connects three main components: 
users, federated model, and data sources. 

 
Figure 2: General Architecture of Federated Machine Learning Algorithms. 

 
Many hospitals use AI methodology to work efficiently and effectively in the healthcare 

sector. Existing AI-based healthcare systems contain challenges like data classification, injuries 
and errors, data availability, bias and inequality, professional realignment, sensitive data, privacy 
regulations, terms, and policies, and many more. Collaboration between federal agencies, 
hospitals, and research institutions is necessary for modern health systems. Furthermore, 
international cooperation in research is essential in a pandemic-like scenario, but not at the price 
of privacy. Cooperation is made feasible by FML since it can protect privacy. There is no central 
server in a federation of healthcare providers. Therefore, designing a decentralized FLS, which 
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must also be resistant to malefactors, is another difficult task. In this manner, XAI and FML are 
considered efficient and effective technology. XAI and Federated machine learning have been 
studied and discussed to overcome the above mentioned issues and challenges. It will help us to 
provide a better version of a secure, protected, and efficient healthcare system. 

The scope and limitations of the suggested model can contribute to improving the e-
healthcare system's efficiency. The model can reduce the error detection rate and increase the 
accuracy rate with high density. Moreover,  it can boost the speed of data evaluation in the training 
and testing phase with less time consumption. The developed model tries to overcome the 
shortcomings of previous research. This research's main objective is to enhance e-healthcare 
systems' performance by using XAI based framework and implementing FMLA for data training 
and testing. The proposed framework mainly emphasizes better data training and testing with 
higher accuracy, the lowest error rate, and the security of the cloud by using the data aggregation 
theorem in FMLA. Moreover, for testing and training our proposed federated learning algorithm, 
we use Google Collaborator for performance evaluation which shows the accuracy rate, time 
consumption, and the number of epoch’s rounds. 

In this research, Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) and Federated Machine Learning 
Algorithms (FMLA) have been discussed to maintain patient health record security and efficiency. 
In section 2, detailed literature review has been discussed on the adaptability of the explainable 
Artificial Intelligence. In section 3, proposed model and in section 4, the results and discussions 
of proposed model along with experimental analysis has been discussed in detail. In the end, papers 
concluded existing gaps and future work in the e-healthcare systems. 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Exploring block chain-based structures is spurred by the growing security issues related to 
password protection and important communications. Although IoT devices in messaging 
applications provide useful features, there are serious security risks associated with their 
centralized communication networks. All IoT devices in smart homes are connected to the router, 
which may lead to security flaws. Malicious software, such as backdoors, may infect PCs as well 
and allow unauthorized users to access and manage networks. The proliferation of Internet of 
Things (IoT) devices increases the risk of package delivery problems, message hacking, and 
receiver delays. Furthermore, there is an extra chance of unwanted access to the sender's or 
recipient's data due to message-based assaults. 

1.2 Contributions 

The contributions can be summarized as follows: 

●  Develop an XAI-FML-based decision-making model that can help physicians in accurate decision-
making.  

● Develop an FML-based model training model of a single connected node for data aggregation. It is 
an optimized data aggregation algorithm for efficient and secure data training on global servers. 

● Conduct computational proof of security using the Diffie-Hellman problem to enhance the system's 
security.  

2. Literature Review 
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 In the e-healthcare system, innovative technology has been adopted to facilitate the patients and make 
easy diagnoses and better treatment procedures. Nowadays, AI, ML, DL, and FML have made progressive 
healthcare changes and have become the central element of systems to check and treat patients. So, the 
main task of the researcher and programmer is to implement these techniques in e-healthcare physically. 

In 2004, the first-ever explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) system was designed [15]. XAI's 
general and primary purpose is to make AI-based systems easier to understand and close to the 
human understanding model. However, XAI has no proper definition, which shows clarity in terms 
of its terminology. A few words from these concepts are transparency of systems, interpretability, 
and most importantly, explainability. All of these have different meanings in their terms [16-17]. 
The term 'interpretability' refers to how a model can be interpreted and understood. It can also be 
used in the context of explainability. At the same time, transparency shows how the model works 
without any flaws. It includes training procedures, analyzing training data and code distribution, 
explaining data features, and algorithmic clarity on how the model keeps working. Among them, 
all explainability has its main reason; it helps in decision-making [18]. Therefore, our research 
work mainly focuses on 'explainability'. or 'explainable artificial intelligence (XAI)'. Table 1 
shows the related work of XAI which follows the concept of explainability. 

Table 1: Adaptation of XAI model in latest studies. 

Ref Year XAI Adaptability Method 

[19] 2020 
A Book: On XAI models having interpretability, transparent and agnostic 

methodologies. 

[20] 2023  A detailed survey on XAI, with codes and referencing toolkit. 

[21] 2023 
A taxonomy of XAI based survey which shows some examples and extensive future 

directions. 

[22] 2021  The XAI systems for designing and survey on metrics. 

[23] 2023 Detailed taxonomy of XAI metrics with methods. 

[24] 2021 Extensive collection of XAI and responsible AI. 

[25] 2021 XAI: Introduction, variety of examples and standard methodology. 

In the e-healthcare industry, AI plays a magnificent role by using machine learning algorithms and 
deep learning techniques to diagnose and treat patients. The medical experts have been 
transcending by using DL to get a higher accuracy rate. However, the black-box nature of the DL 
model limits the explainability and deployment models in e-healthcare. Though many researchers 
have come forward with the concept that the traditional AI-based model helps to increase accuracy, 
the concept of explainability needs to be revised, which is not the right AI model. Healthcare 
systems need several very specific AI algorithms, tailored to solve certain challenges, to be able 
to handle a disease X event better than they did during COVID-19. In the case of a Disease X 
incident, the suggested structure would lessen supply chain and production risk and complexity. 
Machine Learning is a branch of AI, and making many wonderful advancements in every field. As 
everyone is looking for AI in everything, there is a fast emerging trend to adopt AI based large, 
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complex and high speed systems [26]. As time passes more pressure has been put on AI inventions 
to produce more powerful and innovative systems or models to compete in today's world. The 
main focus is on the integrated circuit which helps to make computer architecture and AI based 
applications stronger [27].  In a successful AI-based model, the higher rate of accuracy and 
explainability come together, and then the concept of XAI has been created to deal with both, 
especially in the e-healthcare industry. In the medical domain, before the practical implementation 
of the AI model, it should be understandable for the correct diagnosis. Therefore, the motivation 
behind the concept of XAI is 'explainability'. In this research, we review some of the research 
papers, where XAI has been used for diagnosis and treatment of diagnosed diseases.  

Federated Machine Learning (FML) is considered a better solution for XAI, enhancing healthcare 
systems' performance and efficiency [28]. Regarding security and data handling, it helps to 
increase the accuracy rate. It helps to handle multiple risks like data handling, login credentials, 
and data sharing, and securing connected devices. This work [29] built a unique ADRU-SCM 
model for BT segmentation and classification. Initially, WF-based pre-processing is used in the 
proposed ADRU-SCM technique to remove any noise. The BT classification process may be 
carried out using the ADRU-SCM model. In the future, deep instance segmentation models based 
on metaheuristics will be used to improve the ADRU-SCM approach's performance. The author 
[30] suggests a method that uses information fusion and a residual network in Federated Learning 
(FL) to merge various magnification factors of histopathology images. FL is used to enable the 
development of a global model while protecting patient privacy. The combination of AI and ML 
has made the healthcare industry more effective, efficient, and improves its performance, whether 
its diagnosis, treatment, clinical appointments, laboratories or any other issue [31]. In the 
healthcare industry, many changes still need to be made, which FMLA tries to overcome. The 
main departments in the healthcare industry (pathology, laboratories, emergency unit, operation 
theaters, radiology, neurology, medical record centers, clinics, oncology, research centers, and 
many others) can be improved by implementing FMLA. 

In todays’ healthcare systems, there are many challenges like classification of medical data, 
handling errors and injuries, data availability, changes in professional working, sensitive patient 
information, privacy policy, rules and regulations, effective decision power, higher accuracy rate, 
authentication and authorizations, and legal provisions. All AI based research centers are working 
to make AI more advanced and user friendly, especially which are easy to understand for humans. 
The changing trends make ML design challenging, main of them are: data handling, privacy 
/security, data sharing, data training at central server or main server and many others. To overcome 
such challenges, Federated machine learning algorithms (FMLA) have been introduced which 
make data handling more easy and a training process. In FML, data is trained at local servers’ in-
spite of the main or central server, which helps to provide more security to data and cloud. 
Distributed machine learning algorithms (DMLA) handle many and different datasets, the main 
challenges are handling at larger scale, which is the biggest limitation of traditional machine 
learning algorithms. Therefore, to cope with such a situation, a new advancement has been made 
in the field of AI is the Federated Machine Learning algorithms (FMLA). In our research we are 
trying to implement FMLA in the healthcare industry. 

3. Proposed model 

The impact of FML and XAI is quite huge in e-healthcare systems. In the proposed model, the 
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system will work more efficiently by passing from the training phase, which helps to make a 
decision more efficiently. The prediction model makes lower latency in the architecture. E-
healthcare systems have become more efficient and secure in the context of patients, doctors, 
pharmacists, researchers, and laboratories. And most important among all data privacy and security 
enhancement. Federated machine learning (FML) is an advanced form of machine learning which 
helps improve the system's performance. FML allows multiple XAI-based systems to share data 
with a higher security model.   

Figure 3: An overview of the proposed Architecture of XAI-FML. 

In the training phase, it trains every connected node to train its data locally. Then, it transfers the 
trained data model to the main central server for data aggregation to get the final aggregated or 
processed data, which becomes available to every connected system afterward. This process 
completes as much as required iteration to complete the processing. Figure 3 shows the architecture 
of XAI-FML in the healthcare sector. In the Healthcare system, XAI-FML plays a significant role 
in enhancing performance, decision-making power, and critical analysis of human life. Medical 
records contain personal data about patients, such as name, gender, age, and residence, as well as 
physical and medical reports. If this data is leaked, patients might be put in grave danger. 
Healthcare companies gather sensitive information and personal privacy online. As a result, 
sensitive information and personal privacy must be secured, and each person has the right to access 
information and data for themselves.  

The flow chart of the XAI-FML-based healthcare system, which receives input data from many 
healthcare sectors, is shown in Figure 4. The working of XAI-FML based model is based on two 
modules, where XAI based architecture contains FML algorithms for data processing and security. 
Every single connected node uploads data and passes it to the FML module where data process 
and train using FML algorithm. Then, it passes for testing and executing and transfers it for data 
aggregation on the cloud server. Finally, the output is executed. 
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Figure 4: Flowchart of XAI-FML based e-healthcare system. 

In the developed model, XAI is mainly implemented to diagnose and in surgery. The generic 
application of XAI in diagnosis can be easily understood through Figure 5. The figure adopts 
intrinsic and post hoc XAI, which enable AI-based examining tools to examine PHR and provide 
efficient decision-making procedures to physicians. 

 
Figure 5: Application XAI using an intrinsic and post-hoc method to decide diagnoses. 

For a few years, the need for and importance of XAI have been required in a few sectors like 
medical, education, and industrial work. Due to the complex nature of work, decision-making, and 
efficient systems need hours to interpret complex models easily. Although the black box model is 
threatening, implementing it in the healthcare sector will cause risk in diagnosis applications. It 
will also give an unjustified and unreliable decision for physicians in diagnosis decisions. Many 
studies have tried to overcome this issue in the healthcare industry. Therefore, in healthcare, the 
DL model is AI-based and used for medical applications. Hence, it needed to design an XAI based 
healthcare model which helps to overcome the issue of DL and a black box. Though many surveys 
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and research use DL in medical applications, it is time to shift to XAI-based applications to provide 
more ease to a physician to make efficient decisions in diagnosis and surgeries. It will surely help 
and motivate medical researchers to deploy the XAI model in medical applications and systems.   

We use the XAI intelligent system and its model to make healthcare systems more efficient and 
secure. How XAI is embedded in our research scenario, here we demonstrate the working of the 
XAI model, which we show in Figure 3.2. It is based on some steps as follows:  

● E-Healthcare Systems: Every healthcare system contains sensitive and private information 
or data of its patients or hospital. For every diagnosis and analysis, an AI-based decision-
making model has been used, which helps to predict the chances of risks in disease or 
diagnoses. 

● Predictions: Then the PHR is used for prediction by the XAI-based decision-making model, 
which gets an explanation. 

● Explainability: The obtained explanation is analyzed by the practitioner or consultant. 
Then, the practitioner will validate the result, which is generated by the XAI based model, 
to get transparency. 

● Correct Prediction: If the prediction becomes correct, medical knowledge helps get 
recommendations.  

● Wrong Prediction: If, unfortunately, the prediction becomes wrong, then a contradiction 
has been used between medical knowledge and the concept of explainability and suggests 
improvement in the XAI model for correct future prediction or result.  

Figure 6: The flowchart of proposed XAI decision-making. 

Figure 6 illustrates the flowchart of the XAI-based decision-making flow chart, which can help in 
the medical section for expert and accurate prediction. Here is an example that can better explain 
the workings of this proposed flowchart. Suppose a patient with higher blood pressure comes to 
be diagnosed, and the consultant will examine and send the diagnosis report to the physician. The 
report will be based on the input parameters like pulse rate and body temperature. An XAI-based 
model predicts the severity level of the blood pressure and generates an alarm according to 
diagnosis. The report is sent for final analysis; if the medical knowledge and XAI model prediction 
are the same, then the diagnosis and the doctor-prescribed medicine will be correct. Suppose the 
prediction gets wrong and the result of medical knowledge and doctor differs. In that case, the next 
round will be generated until the AI model improves working and makes the correct decision.  We 
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select the e-healthcare industry to make systems efficient and secure, where every connected node 
becomes more efficient and secure using the FML algorithm. FML algorithms are based on three 
steps: data training on local models, uploading trained data models to a central server for data 
aggregation to the cloud, and then again, data available to all connected nodes for further validation 
and testing phase. In this scenario, XAI helps the system become more efficient and easily 
understood by all clients or users. FML helps clients train data globally without breaching the 
systems and data privacy. In the healthcare industry, a patient's health record is the primary 
sensitive data that needs to be focused on. This research mainly focuses on securing PHR through 
FML and making healthcare systems efficient using explainability (XAI).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: The architecture of developed FML. 

The preserving privacy technique is illustrated in Figure 7, which is based on three steps: 

● Work Initialization: At a single time, thousands of multiple devices or nodes are connected 
to the central servers and performing the training steps. The data training servers specify the 
training process and set parameters of data. After training, all the trained models send their 
data to the main central server for further proceedings.  

● Local Model Training: the connected nodes train their models locally to update the selected 
parameters by the global server. The main purpose of this step is to identify the parameters 
that minimize the loss function and then update the parameters sent back to the main servers. 
Following all these steps, the flow chart of a single node data training and aggregation is 
represented in Figure 8. 

● Globally Data Aggregation: When central servers receive all the parameters collected from 
the local model or connected nodes, the main server updates them. It sends them back to 
their recipient devices to avoid data loss.  

FML networking architecture is categorized into centralized and decentralized networks. (1) In the 
centralized networking model, all connected nodes or clients update their model initially before 
sending it to the global model. This updated model has been aggregated to communicate to their 
client at the main central server. For example, in hospitals, all single systems update their model 
at the initial stage and then send it to the main server room for aggregation or updating.  
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Figure 8: The client model training and aggregation by using FML architecture. 

The centralized architecture contains more risk due to malicious attacks and eavesdroppers. It 
required a high rate of processing power and more bandwidth to communicate efficiently. (2) In 
the Decentralized networking model,  no independent model learning procedure includes just 
connected clients' update model and receives the aggregated update to their local systems. A 
cryptographic algorithm has been used to secure the process and maintain data aggregation 
privacy. We chose FMLA for the data classification and security models and better system 
performance. 

Then finally, steps two and three keep repeating until they reach the correct accuracy rate with 
minimum loss detection. Here FMLA faces some challenges during parameter updating and model 
training which are as Non-ID data: All the data has been sent to the server with unknown and 
random IDs, which causes a big chance of privacy breach. There may be a chance of misplacement 
of data occurring, and every connected node collects data based on its connected environment. No. 
of clients: Learning models evaluate the data based on connected devices or nodes, and that data 
is important. In this scenario, the number of connected nodes is a big challenge as the connection 
is lost and devices lose connectivity. The data sent after training back to nodes with tendencies is 
a big challenge. Server's Parameter: Increasing the workload of large numbers of connected 
nodes affects the process of communication and central server aggregation. So, through the server's 
parameter, it is important to resolve by using FML. It helps to minimize the number of epochs 
round of communication. It reduces the cost of systems. However, the main issue is that it needed 
a more efficient and secure system to handle the data (while uploading and downloading the data) 
for data-efficient distribution and training of data. Connected battery and memory space: All 
the connected devices (working according to the architecture of FML) have limited battery 
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consumption and affect the memory space locally and globally. Although the SGD (Stochastic 
Gradient descent) model is used to train each iteration, it also works with many DL-based 
algorithms; it badly affects the cost of systems. To recover these elements, an efficient model has 
been designed.  

The proposed model is designed to make a secure and efficient aggregator beyond large-size 
cryptographic techniques. At the same time, our proposed system accepts the third node (if they 
are trusted) based on a secure aggregator that sets up its keys. In many security algorithms, in the 
end, the secret key is revealed before them, which exploits the confidentiality of the systems. It 
also exposes the secret key of the drop-out client during the aggregation process. Our model helps 
keep the secret key of drop-out devices and restricts the device from joining in an upcoming round 
of aggregation until a new key is created. In our proposed approach, we use a cherry-picking low 
overhead aggregation model (C-P LOHAM), other than a lightweight and hashing cryptographic 
algorithm. Our proposed model helps to increase the efficiency and security of the system. It will 
not trust the third party and reveal a secret key to them, which drops out due to low battery 
consumption. On the basis of this, our crafting design for FML and secure data aggregator of every 
single model. 

4. Results and Discussion 

For the practical implementation and result, an open-source collaborator has been used. It helps to 
implement ML and FML-based algorithms by using different datasets for many tasks like data 
classification, image diagnoses, data maintenance, and many others. In order to promote open 
research and experimentation with Federated Learning (FL) and other machine learning 
approaches, a paradigm has been established. It is a machine learning technique in which several 
participating clients that store their training data locally build a common global model. The system 
specification is displayed in Table 2. 

Table 2: System specification. 

Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3110M CPU @ 2.40GHz 

Memory Installed (RAM) 8.00 GB (7.89 GB usable) 

System model 64-bit Operating System, x64-based processor 

4.1 Dataset 

The MNIST dataset contains data in the form of images. The primary purpose of selecting the 
MNIST dataset is because its images are of greyscale instead of colored images. As in medical 
diagnostic centers, all results of X-rays, MRI, CT-scan, and other tests are filmed in grayscale 
format. It helps to compare and analyze the performance of FML algorithms. The MNIST dataset 
contains 60,000 images as a sample and has around 10,000 images for the testing phase. Therefore, 
due to insufficient computational space and power, we use 500 in our experiment images and keep 
20% for testing and the remaining for training. The data contain all images of grayscale vision 
with dimensions of 28x28 (0-255 values) and variant classes. By using the MNIST dataset 
following experiments have been performed to evaluate the performance. Firstly, it has been 
conducted on ML algorithms as a baseline. It will help to make an efficient comparison with the 
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proposed approach. Then, proposed FML algorithms were used for the experiment, and then lastly, 
the concept of explainability was measured. 

4.1 Experiment 1: With ML or Centralized learning algorithms 

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the architecture and performance of ML or 
centralized learning algorithms. Moreover, later, the results were used for comparison. As a result, 
the rate of calculated accuracy after testing and training can be seen in Figures 9 and 10. The 
number of epochs and batch size (BS) value keep the same for further validation. By taking less 
BS, the computational power is higher for the training and testing phase. After passing from 20 
epochs and having BS=16, the training accuracy rate is 95\%, and the testing accuracy is 90\% 
with a small quantity of overfitting. This result will be used for the following comparison in the 
experiment. Figure 11 shows the confusion matrix of the performed model. 

 

Figure 9: Training & Testing Accuracy rate by using centralized learning algorithms where batch size 
varies and has epochs=20. 

 

 

Figure 10: Training & Testing Loss rate by using centralized learning algorithms where batch size varies 
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and has epochs=20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Diagram of Confusion Matrix: Training=95\% \& Texting=90\% by using centralized learning 
algorithms where batch-size=20 vary and having epochs=20. 

4.2 Experiment 2: With Local Differential Model 

The experiment aims to calculate the accuracy rate of how LDM affects the accuracy rate and data loss rate 
vs. the effects of FML in large or small data distribution. As a result, the training and testing accuracy rate 
is presented in Figures 12 and 13, based on multiple epochs, whereas no. of clients X= 5 and BS=16. 
Furthermore, the matrix of performed experiments is represented in the figure. And lastly, the privacy ∈ is 
presented in Figure 10. It can be easily seen that green and purple color lines show the worst output using 
the private differential method. At this point, we can change by epochs and BS variations. By taking a large 
epoch size, FMLA stops working. It seems all right because, on the local model, the number of clients X is 
difficult to handle, which causes a loss of clients at the time of aggregation of the model at the main central 
server. Lastly, the cost of deploying LDM seems to increase as the number of samples increases. This also 
proves that as BS and epochs size increases, the accuracy rate in higher security also increases. 

 
Figure 12: Training & Testing Accuracy rate by using proposed federated averaging algorithm at global 
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level where BS=16 and no. of client X=5. 

 
Figure 13: Training & Testing Loss rate by using proposed federated averaging algorithm at global level 

where BS=16 and no. of client X=5. 

4.3 Experiment 3: Time Consumption 

The purpose is to compare traditional FMLA and our proposed FMLA working and execution 
time. As in result, parameters are set as default values like epochs=5, BS=16, and X=5. These 
parameters help to remove redundancies from the results. The comparison between the proposed 
algorithm and the traditional federated learning algorithm is shown in Table 3 using different and 
multiple numbers of epochs, rounds, clients, and batch sizes. The time consumption was computed 
using the standard deviation formula for almost five rounds. 
 

Table 3: Computation time of traditional and proposed FML by having different epochs, clients, and 
batch sizes 

Algorithm  Epoch=5 Epoch=10 Epoch=15 

Federated Averaging  37.23 ± 1.75   68.42 ± 0.89  99.58 ± 1.17 

Federated Averaging (Differential privacy)  195.21 ± 0.59  375.28 ± 4.10  554.04 ± 0.95  

Increasing rate  x5.11   x5.47   x5.58 

Algorithm BS=16 BS=32 BS=64 

Federated Averaging   -  22.93 ± 0.23   17.49 ± 0.13 

Federated Averaging (Differential privacy)   -  148.37 ± 1.41   134.89 ± 0.45 

Increasing rate   x5.11   x6.20   x7.6 

Algorithm  client=3 client=5 client=10 

Federated Averaging  -  33.54 ± 0.45   38.58 ± 0.46  

Federated Averaging (Differential privacy)  - 207.51 ± 1.97   260.327 ± 1.78 

Increasing rate   x5.11   x5.48   x6.70  

 

 

5. Conclusion 
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In this paper, we use the concept of explainability in AI and federated machine learning algorithms 
for the efficiency and security of healthcare systems. We have documented and implemented an 
optimized federated machine learning averaging model to optimize the system's performance. For 
result comparison, two more concepts have been used to present the performance: Centralized 
learning algorithms and federated learning with differential privacy. The proposed algorithm has 
been evaluated on the MNIST dataset. We proposed an efficient e-healthcare framework and 
detailed model with the flowchart of the whole healthcare system. For a few years, many methods 
have been proposed to measure and evaluate XAI's performance, but a proper platform that shows 
practical implementation has yet to be proposed. The implementation of standardized data sharing 
protocols, the development of cooperative frameworks for federated learning, and the prioritization 
of the integration of explainable AI techniques to improve decision-making transparency are 
among the urgent steps the healthcare sector must take to adjust to federated machine learning and 
explainability. Some of the measures taken are just theoretical, from the user and viewpoint (for 
just user satisfaction). It can only be measured by subjective discussion and clarity. Now the 
question arises: Does a theoretical explanation fulfill the need for an advanced XAI system? So, 
the answer is that it is still under processing as future work. Currently, the concept of XAI can be 
easily explained through models, frameworks, and flowcharts, which help evaluate the XAI-based 
model's flow. 
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